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1       Newspeed Presentation

1.1   Newspeed’s Concept
To evolve from a motor sport’s project to a professional marketing performance. To increase the client companies’ quality and quantity media coverage, 
along side with the production of advertising deeds and exclusive events for the clients. This is the Newspeed’s concept, which gathers five years of boosting success. 

1.2   Goals accessible to Newspeed’s Clients

To establish several distinguished links between the client and his own target clients. Throughout competition, sports performance is strongly enhanced by 
multiple actions promoted specifically for the media, and aiming a wide exposure of the brands in the media. 

To transmit a carefully designed image of the client company in every single Newspeed activity. Marketing, design, quality of the resources and materials 
used are some of the constant Newspeed concerns, in order to assure that the client companies’ image is always the best in any of its numerous activities. 

To reinforce the links between the client company and its guests. Arranging unique and exclusive social tours discovering the off-road experience, throughout 
breathtaking sites, we organize top quality expeditions with strong interaction between the participants and prone to improve commercial bonds, boost the 
sales, award workers, clients and special guests.

1.3   Main Activities held by Newspeed

OFF-ROAD NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIP 

EXCLUSIVE EXPEDITIONS
FOR GUESTS 

EVENTS WITH SPECIAL RESOURCES CONCEPTION AND DESIGN
OF ADVERTISING CAMPAINS

DAKAR SERIES





1.4    How Newspeed’s proposal works
The client company has a brand to promote. Newspeed presents a detailed proposal of the annual plan to uphold your brand 
which will include publicity in the course of the sports programme and other activities developed by Newspeed, as a client’s choice. 

In order to maximize the brand’s exposure, the proposal will list a few places where the logos may go, after being carefully studied, 
according to its shape and colours.

The proposal will have an adjustable budget. However, it will always include the specific amount of advantages, as follows:

  •  The brand’s logo will be visible in the competition suits, promotional wear, support vehicles, merchandising material, space

         decorating, printed issues, press releases, etc.

  •  The client will be involved in all Newspeed activities 

  •  The client shall have a green card to use the pilot’s and team’s image for advertising purposes (throughout the contract’s duration

         and previously consented by Newspeed)

  •  The client will receive photos of every events, no copyrights attached, for commercial purposes

  •  Regularly, as Newspeed’s client, you will also receive regularly all the info of the team’s activities from the news agency and will

         be able to appreciate all press and TV issues in Cision’s site

  •  On a regular basis, Newspeed will send you a DVD with Newspeed’s activities report, press clipping and TV pictures, photos,

         merchandising material, and the report on media’s coverage evaluation determined by Cision

  •  All Newspeed activities’ costs are inclusive, even the ones related to the production of the client’s promotional material

At the same time it is carefully planned with the client if and which of Newspeed’s other activities are inclusive on the proposal:

  •  Number of guests to participate in the off-road Newspeed’s expeditions

  •  Production of weekend special events for the client, such as product presentations, annual meetings, etc.

  •  Promotional brand’s stands, using all Newspeed’s vehicles ands resources

  •  Adjusting client’s products to the sports project of show-room’s truck

Having chosen the participation formula, the client will have a professional team formed by six members with a strong curriculum, 
available full time. It’s actually the same team that has, throughout the years, assured the clients much higher gains than the traditional 
publicity channels, as well as unique, exotic and thrilling events, exclusive for clients.





SpeedTruck MAN 6x6 Kat 1 
Assistance Truck/Sponsors Show room    
Technical details and functionalities:

Diesel engine V8 direct injection and turbo compressor

12.763 cm3

Power: 475 cv at 2650 rpm

Torque: 80 m.kgf at 1600 rpm

6x6 with 3 locking differentials  

Six speed gear box w/ converser ZF S 6-65

3 axel suspension with springs 

Weight: 11.580 kg

Loading Capacity: 11.500 kg

Top speed: 155 km/h

Fuel consumption: 50 l/100km

Fuel capacity: 1000 l

Preparation:   According to Dakar rules, with roll cage in the cabin and

          box, seats, harness and safety systems approved by FIA

Loading box:  22 m3 in aluminum 

Equipment:     The truck has all the facilities as assistance truck, carrying

          spare parts, and is also a sponsors show room

          Berner Bera Clic system with 35 boxes. 

          12 boxes of 300 l for spare parts transportation.

          WC with shower. 100 l fridge.

          220v  Electric system, w/ 2 Yamaha generators 

          Show room functionalities Complete Berner set

          of tools with all functionalities.

          Pioneer Image system with Kuro 50” plasma and DVD. 

          Garrett sound system with equalizer e CRF speakers

          Delta Q coffee machine and microwaves



1.5   Newspeed, a story of sports success
The Newspeed’s sports success is directly associated to its pilot Ricardo Leal dos Santos sports history, having together achieved a 
long and wide list of Race results that include the following details:

  •  The 1st Portuguese pilot to ever �nish the Dakar Rally in a Quad, in 2003
  •  Winner of the Quad’s World Cup in 2005
  •  Winner of the Solo category at the Lisboa-Dakar 2006

Ricardo Leal dos Santos is nowadays an off-road world certainty, with reliability and a successful history with more than 75.000 km in 
international races. This massive number of kilometres has never once recorded a single drop out and includes the Word Cup and four 
Dakar rallies in the harshest conditions – in a quad, in an old Pajero with no assistance and twice in a Pajero DID with no navigator.

In the year of 2007 a new phase on the national off-road championship arose, when the pilot raced solo ending up six seconds from the 
podium in the Baja Portalegre and leading the RTP Off-road Trophy. It was, beyond doubt, a remarkable performance for a pilot going solo. 

In the beginning of 2008, in the Dakar Series – Central Europe Rally, Ricardo Leal dos Santos was in the 15th position in the last stage. With 
only three private teams keeping the solo pilot away from the official teams, throughout more than 100 teams, a mechanical problem 
made him drop to the 26th position. Then came the Transibérico Rally, where he managed another amazing result going solo, the 7th 
overall, the 3rd Portuguese, the 2nd private team behind the official three Mitsubishi and two BMW.

At the age of 35, and with an outstanding worldwide off-road career, Ricardo Leal dos Santos in only at his third year of car racing but 
challenging, solo, the best and most experienced international racing duos.

1.6   The team and its means 

The Newspeed team has seven elements working on a permanent basis, seldom reinforced by occasional staff in some events. The 
management is assured by Ricardo Leal dos Santos, backed up by Andreia Pereira. The design and advertising department is assured by 
the designer João Mendes.

At the Odivelas shop work the mechanics Eugenio Rodrigues, Evaristo Machado e Inácio Carmona, assistance truck’s driver, and all work is 
supervised by Gonçalo Ferreira. Along with the human resources, it gathers a wide range of vehicles and means, such as the BMW X5 CC 
racing car, an assistance 6x6 MAN Kat 1 truck, three 4x4 back up vehicles, quads, motorbikes and trailers, as well as lots of spare parts, 
machinery, events tents and promo material, all Newspeed’s property.





Newspeed also has a considerable amount of suppliers who assure the quality of other crucial areas, such as the PGM Communication 
and Video Agency from the renowned journalist Carlos Raleiras, whereas the photos are under the responsibility of Aifa Agency, 
the most prominent in Portugal.

1.7   Newspeed, warrantee of media success
         for client companies 

  •  A wide exposure turnover of client brands, through the media. Managing continuous coverage in TV and press revealing

         client’s logos, Newspeed ensures an undeniable repute to its clients, as it’s clear to see in the turnover specialized company

         Cision’s report.

  •  The way to reveal a brand in TV News. Gathering an increasing amount of media items in the last five years, including 25 interviews

         in national TV news (RTP 1, SIC and TVI), it sums up to eight hours of the team’s exclusive images, and over 1.000 press articles

         with pictures. These are some of the numbers regarding the team’s clipping, which you can browse into in the attached DVD.

  •  Not happening the Lisboa-Dakar 2008 Rally did not imply a decrease on the turnover. The continuous work and the activities

         with the media that took place in Morocco, in November, as well as an efficient media management assured from November

         to January seven pieces in the national TV News (RTP1, SIC and TVI), adding up to 19 prime time minutes.

These are some of the facts that reassure business success to all Newspeed’s clients. Furthermore, the professional Newspeed 
team performs, also with great success, other commercial deeds such as exhibitions, commercial events and, above all, special 
expeditions to clients’ guests.

Statistics presented by Cision actually don’t include many other fields and ways of turnover, such as the direct interaction with 
the audience during races and events, the advertising campaigns supported by other sponsers, international TV and press – 
namely Eurosport, where we have had always excellent pieces, radio and, specially, internet, where we have thousands of news 
and pictures every year.

The direct interaction with the spectators allows a special status for the involved brands, both in events and races. In the main 
Portuguese races, Transibérico and Portalegre, it’s estimated that there are more than 300.000 viewers.

Long time clients confirm a media turnover definitely much superior to the traditional channels, as well as a prestige bond with 
its clients, throughout the years.





February
April
May
May
June
September
October
November

January
February
February
March
April
May
May
June
September
October
November

29th to 2nd March
18th to 26th 
10th to 17th 
20th to 25th 
28th and 29th 
9th to 14th 
30th to 2nd Nov. 
28th to 30th 

3rd to 19th 
13th to 18th 
22th to 27th

TT Esporão Vindimas Rally
Dakar Series, Hungary - Romania
Clients Expedition, Dubai
World Cup Transibérico
Baja Monchique
Dakar Series, Portugal – Pax Rally
Baja Portalegre
Fronteira 24 Hours Race – Peugeot Smith

Dakar Rally – Argentina and Chile
Clients Expedition, Morocco
Humanitarian expedition, Morocco
TT Esporão Vindimas Rally
Dakar Series, Hungary - Romania
Clients Expedition, Brazil
World Cup Transibérico
Baja Monchique
Dakar Series, Portugal  - Morocco - Pax Rally
Baja Portalegre
Fronteira 24 Hours Race – Peugeot Smith

1.8    Newspeed’s programme for 2008

         Newspeed’s programme for 2009





BMW X5 Cross Country 

Technical features

BMW 6 cylinders  Diesel engine with twin turbo set
Cubic Capacity 3000
Power 275 cv at 4000 rpm
Torque 620 Nm at 2100 rpm
4x4 with manual Sadev 6 speed sequential
gear box 
Self blocking X-Trac differentials
Independent suspensions with two Reiger shock absorber with CCV
AP Racing breaks 6 pistons with air cooling break discs 
Chassis tubular structure by Heggermann
Body In carbon fiber by Faster
Size length 4750 mm, width 1960 mm, height 1907 mm
Distance between axels 2570 mm
Weight 2000 kg
Top speed about 200 km/h 
Rings and tires 7x16” BBS; BF Goodrich 235/85-16
Fuel tank 340 l
Equipment hydraulic lifts
Pioneer sound system with 6 CD
Berner tool set and spare parts
Delta Coffee machine



1.9  The Evolution for 2009

  •  The acquisition of an o�cial BMW X3 
  •  The acquisition of a Hosting TIR Truck, Formula1 type

These are the means we hope to own by 2009, a year during which we intend to be strong and on the top of the worldwide 
Off-road scene, competing with official teams, as well as getting hold of the international Off-road media attention that until 
now belonged to Carlos Sousa.

By attaining more assistance means and a motorhome TIR Truck, with a super tent attached, there will be excellent conditions 
for the reception of guests during races as well as for the arrangement of individual events. We will therefore be the first Portuguese 
team to ever have a padock zone, much like the Formula One.

1.10  The Official BMW X-Raid Team Support
With the first BMW official car to ever be owned by a private team, Newspeed established a deal with X-Raid, in order to 
benefit from its technical support. Impressed with the team’s performance in the debut races, the X-Raid director, Sven Quand, 
invited Ricardo Leal dos Santos to be part of the preparation practical courses for Dakar, along with the official team. He is 
actually being watched up close, in order to actually be part of the official team.

1.11  The Marketing Strategy
After a huge success, which the going solo concept turned out to be, we shall only use this formula in the races in which 
it is convenient. 
However, the new formula is equally a great marketing bet, for we will race alongside with the professional navigator João Luz. 
After his accident with Carlos Sousa during the 2000 Dakar Rally, he got severe motion problems, becoming a case of 
perseverance and courage that will help to increase the media attention in Portugal. Let it be noted that the participation 
of João Luz as Ricardo’s co-driver in the Argentina Dakar is yet to be decided, depending on the race’s tracks that the organization 
will present.
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2   Sports Programme
The sports programme for 2008/2009 include the most important national and international races, where the official teams will 
also attend. It will be more than 60 days and over 20.000 km of overall racing, which will surely assure several news pieces 
throughout the year.

2.1   The Argentina-Chile Dakar Rally
The Dakar will continue to be the main issue of our programme, given that its image got over the non-departure from Lisbon. It is 
still, beyond doubt, the biggest and most renowned Off-road competition.

Television will be on top of the competition, with daily transmissions on Eurosport and RTP, as usual. In addition to the image of 
adventure and performance that Ricardo Leal dos Santos – who will race in a competitive car, accompanied by a professional team 
and capable to struggle for the podium – projects, the regular presence in the night television news is assured.

For Argentina we will be in our top strength, with an assistance team of three mechanics and our MAN truck loaded with a vast 
amount of spare parts and tyres for the race car. The assistance on track as well as the technical support will be assured by the 
official BMW X-Raid.

The stunning Patagonia and the Atacama Dunes

The Argentina-Chile Dakar Rally will be in all ways similar to the original Dakar Rally and will take place in the first 15 days of January, 
throughout 10.000 km, passing through the amazing Atacama dunes. Perhaps ignored by the general public, the landscapes that 
the race will go through are actually some of the most spectacular in the world. It will, therefore, assure excellent TV images and 
overwhelm the public. 

This will be a good Dakar due to the fact that the new routes, unknown to everyone, will put us in a better position comparing to 
the number of pilots who have already raced the traditional Dakar over and over again, and consequently know its tracks by heart. 
On the other hand, the number of Portuguese participants will be lower, meaning a higher media projection for the main teams, 
in which we are included.





PAX RALLY
LISBOA - PORTIMÃO

2.2   Dakar Series 

  •  Dakar Series – Central Europe, Hungary and Romania 
  •  Dakar Series – Portugal Pax Rally

Alongside with the great Dakar Rally comes Dakar Series, which intends to be the follower of the World Cup and consists in two races. 
The first one already took place in Central Europe – Hungary and Romania, whereas the second one is in Portugal, in September, and both 
have seven days duration each. 

Analysing this renewed formula, although it cuts the traditional Dakar’s route trough Portugal, there are several advantages to our 
personal programme. It actually manages to spread media impact all the way through the year, increasing media pieces; that was in fact 
what happened in the first edition of Central Europe Rally, where we have reached the highest TV turnover ever. 

2.3   Main off-road races in Portugal

  •  Transibérico rally
  •  Baja Portalegre
  •  Fronteira 24 hours race
 
This are the key off-road events in Portugal which we will attend, along with other occasional races, given the fact that the Dakar Series 
dates don’t allow us to go to all of the National Championship’s races. This will surely be the most media alluring events in Portugal, for 
the reason that they are the most long lasting ones and are part of the RTP TV channel Trophy, which we dominated in 2007, up to the 
last race. The organization argues that, public wise, these events gather a total of 300.000 people.

Seventh of the overall classification, second Portuguese participant and the third private team was the fantastic result accomplished 
going solo, in the Transibérico Rally. An admirable outcome, considering Ricardo Leal dos Santos competed with some of the best double 
teams in Europe and five BMW and Mitsubishi official pilots. The media attention was also remarkable, summing up to 35 minutes of TV 
pictures.





3      Events

3.1   Exotic expeditions for Clients’ guests 
Newspeed arranges twice a year exotic tours that consist in an outstanding and unique experience to all its participants. 
The idea is to show exotic countries and sites that we have discovered throughout the competitions and that normally are 
restricted to the standard traveller, as well as tourist sites, urban views and off-road stages on 4x4 vehicles driven by the participants.

During the several kilometres of the adventure expedition we pass along our off-road knowledge and experience to the participants. 
Along with this driving experience come the leisure, the culture and the gastronomy as well as staying in quality hotels, and 
also enjoying the best that each place has to offer. 

These programmes have all included and are absolutely exclusive for our clients. They are carefully designed to improve social 
and commercial bonds, and can be offered as prize to co-workers, clients or to increase sales. On the one hand they reinforce 
a connection between the co-workers and the companies’ clients and our competition team. On the other hand it is also a way 
to promote contests that combine the opportunity to drive and the team’s off-road sports experience. 

In 2008, between the 10th and 18th of May, we set up the fifth Newspeed expedition, which took place in Dubai and Oman. Still 
to determine the exact date, we will arrange a new expedition to Morocco and, in 2009, we will return to Brazil, this time from 
Natal to Minas Gerais.

Given the limited quantity of places available, the amount of possible guests of each client company is agreed annually and 
the cost is determined for each participant. The organization and logistics are included in our annual revenue, and each company 
supports its guests’ costs. The overall costs per person – including plains, hotels, cars, meals, activities, etc. – are about €1.300 
to Morocco and €2.500 to Dubai or Brazil.

3.2
   

Special events for a client
Product presentations and company’s weekends are some of the events that we arrange specifically for a client. Normally they 
include using our resources and vehicles, they have a leisure and gastronomic component, and may include clients’ work 
sessions. These are studied and carefully programmed with each client individually in the annual agreement and arranged in 
coordination with the client’s marketing department.





3.3   Exhibitions and other events
The impressive team’s range of vehicles is often used in exhibitions and public activities as a way to promote, 
along with the team, the client companies and their products. 

The purpose is to individually promote the brands through direct contact with the audience.

3.4   Promoting a media friendly Humanitarian Expedition
Having a desert truck, capable of carrying 10 tons, we finally have the conditions to accomplish a mission: to take quality 
and quantity help to Merzuga, in Morocco, where we sometimes go training. The project includes taking material 
and resources to build some infra-structures in a small gathering called Poblo Este, as well as equipment for the 
four Merzuga schools. 

To finance this project, a marketing action is being created, based on our sports team, but involving directly a TV channel, 
press and some VIP.

We intend for the logistics of this event to be supported by two of our sponsers who will therefore name the expedition, 
and also there will be other companies who will offer the remaining items for us to carry. 

3.5   To accompany the Argentina-Chile Dakar Rally
In order to promote contests and events, we will arrange a trip to accompany the first days of the Argentina-Chile Dakar 
Rally. With the departure set for the 30th of December and the return scheduled for January the 6th, it will allow the 
participants to spend New Year’s Eve with the team, watch the scrutiny days as well as the first to stages of the race. 
The value per person is 3.000€.
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SOLOdesert

Na compra de uma máquina Delta Q,
para o dia do Pai, recebe um blusão oficial

da equipa  de Ricardo Leal dos Santos.
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AVIC-X1BT
Sistema de Navegação

sound.vision.soul

Viajar é muito mais do que chegar a um destino, é desfrutar dessa viagem.

Por isso os Sistemas de Navegação AVIC da Pioneer dispõem de uma série
de funções totalmente integradas que lhe permitem navegar com a máxima
precisão até ao seu destino.
Desfrute da tecnologia Bluetooth, do sistema “mãos livres”, descubra toda a
gama de possibilidades no seu ecrã táctil e escolha entre 26 países europeus.

Para saber mais visite www.pioneer.pt

RICARDO LEAL DOS SANTOS
VENCEDOR DA CATEGORIA SOLO
DAKAR 2006
2º CLASSIFICADO A SOLO
DAKAR 2007

SOLOdesert

SOLOdesert

Faz parte
da minha vida Não é somente o meu trabalho

  – é a minha paixão.
  Por isso 
uso Valvoline



pioneerdesert SOLOdesertEquipe-se para o Dakar

O Pioneer – Kuro Solo Desert Team Partner é um programa de impulso à notoriedade da 
marca Kuro, em paralelo com um conjunto de incentivos à venda com benefícios adicionais 
para clientes e agentes Pioneer.

Através da acção promocional desenvolvida pela equipa “Pioneer Solo Desert Team”, que 
participará no Lisboa Dakar 2008 com o piloto Ricardo Leal dos Santos tripulando um 
Mitsubishi Pajero a solo (sem navegador), a Pioneer Ibérica realiza esta iniciativa de premiação e 
valorização da marca, junto de um conjunto de agentes pré-seleccionados e que adiram ao 
programa. 

As vantagens são gerais, com os clientes a receberem um blusão exclusivo da equipa na 
compra de um Kuro e a poderem ganhar um lugar ao volante de numa expedição única que a 
equipa vai realizar ao Dubai e Omã em 2008. Os benefícios serão igualmente para os agentes, 
que ganharão em preço de compra, terão o ponto de venda valorizado com marketing oficial 
Lisboa – Dakar da equipa, bem como argumentos exclusivos de venda. 

Como funciona

Para o Cliente:
Este entra num agente “Pioneer – Kuro Solo Desert Team Partner”, compra um Kuro e:

          • Ao preencher o cupão que lhe será fornecido em conjunto com a garantia, receberá em
            casa o blusão oficial da equipa  
          • Com o cupão fica igualmente habilitado a ganhar uma expedição ao Dubai promovida
            pela equipa
          • Com o blusão vestido ganha ainda o direito a visitar as zonas VIP da equipa e camião na
            partida e nas zonas de assistência durante os dias do Lisboa – Dakar 

Para o Agente:
Tendo sido seleccionado e com o pagamento de um fee inicial de 2.000€, o agente passa a 
fazer parte do programa e:

          • Recebe de imediato um desconto adicional de 3% sobre todas as suas compras em todos
            os produtos Pioneer durante o período do programa, de 01/11/2007 a 31/3/2008
          • Recebe um pack de merchandising da equipa para uso próprio (e eventualmente para
            o pessoal de atendimento na loja). Este pack conterá igualmente um blusão com o logo
            do agente
          • Valoriza o produto com a oferta do blusão 
          • Terá o nome do agente inscrito (em pequenas dimensões) no camião de assistência da equipa 
          • Num período natalício em que o Lisboa-Dakar vai estar no top de informação, terá no
            seu espaço de venda material promocional de apelo à venda com o tema Dakar e com
            a utilização do logo oficial (exclusivo das marcas que dão nome às equipas concorrentes)

Apresentação do programa Kuro 
Pioneer Solo Desert Team Partner

SOLOdesert

SOLOdesert

pioneerdesert

Equipe-se
para o Dakar

... e habilite-se,
para 2 pessoas,

a participar e a conduzir
na expedição ao Dubai,

em Março de 2008.

Durante o Dakar 2008,
poderá acompanhar a equipa,

nas zonas de assistência,
em território nacional.

Na compra de um

recebe um blusão do

SOLOdesert

Material promocional
para o programa Kuro 

4   To plan and produce advertising campaigns
     and contests for our clients
In order to take advantage of the entire image that comes from competition and to insure the quality of the message that we spread, 
Newspeed has its own advertising department managed by the senior designer João Mendes.

Besides the conception of all the decorating, the marketing material and the team’s sports wear, if the client so wishes it we can 
develop advertising campaigns to promote products. The team’s image can be used, all sponsers are entitled to use it; however, those 
campaigns that are not designed by Newspeed must have Newspeed’s prior consent.

Press ads, contests, merchandising material and TV sponsorships are some of the activities commonly and successfully developed by 
Newspeed.

Advertising campaigns produced by Newspeed is actually an advantage for everyone, because is assures the quality of the image 
that comes out and also it makes it easy to arrange news articles in the media channels the ads are presented.





World Cup Quad
2005

World Cup Quad 2004
Dakar 2003

National Championship
Quad 2002

World Cup Quad 2003

National Championship Car
Dakar 2007
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Car 2004

Dakar 2005

Internet acelerada a fundo sem derrapar no preço

National Championship Car
Dakar 2006

National Championship Car
Dakar Series 2008

30.000 €              60.000 €        70.000 €                 160.000 €           250.000 €                     380.000 €             500.000 €
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5   The continuity and the increase of Newspeed’s clients
The following table presents the client companies who have been associated to Newspeed, as well as the major projects developed and their costs. Being totally supported by its clients, Newspeed’s expansion 
results of its own successful activities and events.





The 10 advantages of being a Newspeed client

•    A successful pilot, with a prestige image associated to speed and adventure to both media and people in general.
      Projecting a bold and young style, he is nowadays the most promising rising pilot with the winning potential to
      succeed as the best Portuguese off-road pilot

•   A BMW X5 X-Raid, winner of the World Cup 2005 – one of the most competitive cars in Europe. The 2009 programme
      is set to evolve to a BMW X3 equal to the official ones and with the official support: a likely to win vehicle

•   Attending the major and most media alluring national and international races. There will be 10 races through a
      total of 60 days and 20.000 km, enhancing media coverage throughout the year

•   Strong media marketing strategy that will work, on the one hand, on the perseverant spirit of João Luz and, on the
      other hand, on the solo project of Ricardo Leal dos Santos

•   A wide range of unique resources in Portugal, which assure everyone’s attention in every race or planned activity 

•   The know-how to set up successful expeditions for clients, in several continents, which allow a special bonding
      between clients and their guests

•   A professional versatile team of six elements that works all year long to assure good sports results as well as media
      coverage for the client companies

•   When requested, conception of clients promo campaigns associated to competition

•   A team that doesn’t represent a risk sports and financially wise, that holds a solid gathering of clients that allow
      supporting large investments

•   The recognition already gained allows a distinctive acknowledgment by the media and also people in general.
      That, along with the activities developed for the media, promises great media coverage, independently of the
      racing results, as was obvious to see when the Lisboa-Dakar Rally 2008 did not come true. Newspeed has assured
      to all of its clients in the last few years a turnover much higher than the investment as well as a prestige status.

M A R K E T I N G
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